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If you ask Korean American poet Lee Herrick what 
his Asian America looks like, his latest book, 

“Gardening Secrets of the Dead,” would tell you this:

“America, I fell in love with one of yours, / a Hmong 
American who speaks / French and Mandarin and 
makes moussaka / as if she were an old Greek 
woman.”

In person, the Fresno City College professor’s 
response to your question might also sound like one 
of his poems:

“I’m Korean American. My wife is Hmong American. 
My daughter is Chinese American. My Asian America 
is smart—and sometimes not so smart. It 
is increasingly political, it’s secure with 
itself, dynamic. It occasionally includes 
that beautiful martial arts fi lm. But it’s 
also the punk rock band in Brooklyn, 
teenagers with mohawks.

“It’s dynamic, it’s changing, beautiful. 
I’d like to think, too, that it’s entering 
others’ worlds, that is isn’t so foreign.”

Herrick is a Korean adoptee, one of 
approximately 175,000 adoptees who 
were displaced from their home 
country after the Korean War 
ended in the mid-1950s. 
The diaspora scattered 
adoptees worldwide, 
as the United 
States and 
other Western 
countries took 
in children 
from 
Korean 

orphanages, often placing them with white families.

Growing up middle-class in suburban Danville in 
California’s East Bay, later living in Modesto, and 
now teaching and writing in Fresno for more than a 
decade, Herrick feels like he has adopted California 
as much as California once adopted him.

His second book, a collection of poems that critics 
have called “fearless,” “wise,” “illuminated,” and “a 
gift for us all,” gives glimpses of his complex ethnic, 
national, and personal identity. It is a mash-up of 
culture and contemplation that in many ways refl ects 
the true diversity of Fresno, one of the most diverse 

cities in the state and, as Herrick has always 
thought, the world.

In the book’s opening section, Herrick 
muses about what California has looked 
like to him: everyone together but still 
distinct, a bountiful but varied harvest—
both metaphorically and literally.

First: “. . . the streets remember the 
Chicano / poet whose songs still bank 
off Fresno’s beer soaked gutters / and 

almond trees in partial blossom.”

Then: “. . . the one with a bounty 
of peaches / and grapes, / red 

onions and the good salsa, 
wine and chapchae.”

And fi nally: “. . . 
everywhere is 

Chinatown, / 
everywhere 

is K-Town, 
everywhere is 

Armeniatown, 
/ everywhere 
a Little 

Italy. Less 
confederacy.”
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the california inside
Korean adoptee’s poetry collection navigates inner wars to fi nd peace
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Herrick says people in Fresno recognize the Central 
Valley’s diversity on one level, in that there are 
just many different kinds of people around. But he 
doesn’t think that diversity, though, always translates 
into a bigger worldview.

“Being cognizant of it is one thing, but appreciating 
it is another,” he says. “I don’t know that Fresno 
appreciates what it has all the time.”

To be fair, Herrick acknowledges the many areas of 
need in the city and the region. Through his own 
experiences and as an English professor at Fresno 
City College, where he serves students with a wide 
range of backgrounds and needs every day, he sees 
fi rsthand the city’s changes, its diffi culties, and its 
blessings.

“Here, diversity blends with opportunity and 
intention,” Herrick says. “Sometimes people for 
whatever reason might misread that as an obstacle 
or as a source of tension. That comes from a lack 
of familiarity maybe, but also, I think, a lack of 
imagination.”

In “Gardening Secrets of the Dead,” Herrick writes 
with intention about himself as a traveler. Several of 
the poems spring from a trip he took to South Korea 
as an adult in 2008, to try and research his birth.

One poem, “Dear You,” mixes those travel 
experiences with imagination. It includes glimpses 
of Herrick’s visit to the observation deck on the 

Imjin River, where you can look from South Korea into 
the walled-off North. It engages with the ghosts of 
exiled Korean writers, wondering what they might say 
about their own private imprisonments. And it follows 
Herrick to the site of the orphanage where he stayed, 
as he spends a little time as an American adult with the 
Korean kids living there today.

“As you can guess, it was extremely surreal and 
powerful for me,” Herrick says. “Any person, especially 
a writer and a poet, works from history. They live 
consciously or unconsciously through that family history. 
And so for the adoptee, who isn’t aware of those 
things, having some of that fi lled in is wonderful, very 
fulfi lling.”

Herrick’s search for his own personal history, pieced 
together over his lifetime from bits and scraps of 
paperwork, mixed with stories and also imagination, 
has fi nally started to yield more answers for him as he 
has gotten older.

In the poem “Stars,” he writes a love letter to his fellow 
Korean adoptees around the world: “You may search but 
in fact there may be no one searching / for you. There 
may be someone missing you or trying not to miss you. / 
There may be someone who hides from you.”

In the book’s closing section, Herrick starts to come 
to terms with his search, a writing choice that mirrors 
what he so far has experienced in his life. He shifts from 
engaging with the ghosts in his life to instead carrying 
their spirits with him every day. His poems become 
more about feeling rooted, more confi dent, and at 
peace.

Part of that feeling comes from learning so much about 
himself in his 2008 trip to Korea, but part of it has come 
since then, as Herrick became a father and fell in love 
with the Hmong American woman who would become 
his wife.

Herrick, just past age 40, laughs at the idea of 
becoming a little soft in his older age. But he does 
feel more at ease with the wars that have been waged 
within him and any new ones to come. His good 
feelings for California and for Fresno helped him 
navigate the writing of this book, and they continue to 
help him understand the clashes and tensions that his 
Asian Americanness might bring up.

“I’m not that old yet,” he says, “but I’m not 20 anymore 
either. I just feel like things are moving toward a central 
idea. Clearly, there’s a lot of work to be done. But I 
don’t feel the tensions and the wars inside me as much 
as I used to.”

His good feelings for California and for 
Fresno helped him navigate the writing of 
this book, and they continue to help him 
understand the clashes and tensions that 
his Asian Americanness might bring up.
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